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Editor’s note
Welcome to the Winter Edition of the Newsletter,
This is my last edition of the Newsletter as editor and I think the
most challenging to put together. I’ve really had to grapple with
how do I make this as fresh as the last one and bring something
new. But as usual the community has been very generous in their
contributions.
This edition has reviews of the brand new programme The Meaning of Money and of Mutsuko Johnson’s Living Kitchen cooking
intensive from last Autumn, an article from Kevin Helas about
his connection to the Maori culture and how it’s influenced him,
as well as amazing art, photos, poetry and music. We also have
some recipes from Jean Torné who facilitated our most recent
cooking intensive in January.
Enjoy!
Sarah Williams
Editor
If you are interested in becoming involved with the next newsletter, whether it be on an editorial level or to contribute articles,
artwork, poems, photos, projects, film/book reviews, music or
video, please contact us at: evolve@concordinstitute.com

Forthcoming Concord Programmes
This edition’s cover is titled
‘Explodes’ by Blandine Bardeau
and there is more of her art
throughout this newsletter.
“I really started painting after
participating in i Evolve, and
that’s when my work became
very abstract. I felt very attracted to paint itself, its texture and colour, what it does
and how it reacts with you and
the surface. It is very much
like a dance. I simply love
creating compositions, which
don’t really make sense, that
are simply a matter of balance, hot and cold, tension,
soft blurredness. Art is a place
where I allow myself to really trust my instinct. The two
drawings were executed using
other people’s drawings, working on top of them.”

i Evolve
March 16, 17, 18 & 21

i Evolve offers a new engagement with life that is at once redemptive, yet at the same time acts as a springboard to catapult
our lives into the unknown of evolutionary possibility.

Power, Intent & Evolution
March 29, 30, 31 and April 1

This residential programme over four full days is intended for
those who have completed a basic transformation programme
such as i Evolve. It contains equal portions of bodywork and dialogue, each of which is used to release and redeploy energy.

The Art of Coaching
April 20, 21 and 22
June 1, 2 & 3
July 13, 14 & 15

Our new 3-month intensive training and apprenticeship programme facilitated by David Norris for those people who work
with people and want to bring the power of a transformational
approach to their work.

Spring Seasonal Kitchen
with Melanie Waxman
April 29 to May 5

We invite you to join Melanie Waxman in the upcoming Spring
Seasonal Kitchen programme. This creative, supportive course
will help you to develop your creativity and intuition in the
kitchen.

Basic Alchemy
with Michael Rossoff
May 18, 19 & 20

This course will explore ways to embrace life’s changes, how
sickness can lead to greater health and where confusion can
lead to greater clarity. This programme is a gateway for personal
change through an understanding of the essentials of Oriental
medicine and macrobiotic principles.

Blandine Bardeau

Click on the image on to hear
a piece from Purcell’s opera
“The Fairy Queen” on which
Timothy Kraemer plays cello.
“It’s called Rondeau (it goes
round and round) and it touches me every time I hear it. It’s
sad and it’s beautiful, and it’s
a priviledge to be able to play
such amazing music. Purcell is
one of Britain’s greatest composers. What a genius.”
Timothy Kraemer

To visit the related website page please click on the programme
title or phone 020 7607 1140 if you would like more information.
Editorial & Forthcoming Concord Programmes
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Cooking for the 21st Century
Jean Torné’s Seasonal Kitchen

Vegetables Parcels served on a bed of
Beluga lentils and red beet Carpaccios

soften... Add the herbs and season well with salt, pepper
If you are using Filo pastry, brush one sheet of pastry with a little
egg white. Lay a second sheet at right angles over the first and
brush with egg white. Continue layering the sheets in this way
until you have used four sheets.
If you are using another type of pastry, one layer will be sufficient.
Place half the vegetables in the centre of the pastry square. Add
half of sesame seeds. Gather up the sides of the pastry to form a
‘parcel’, (money purse) press tightly together with your fingers to
seal - you may tie the parcel with a strip of Kombu or leek strip,
then place on the baking sheet. Brush with egg white and sprinkle with half the sesame seeds, if using.
Place the parcels on the baking sheet and cook in the oven for
12-15 minutes until golden brown. A thin pancake will not need
to be baked.

Part One: Vegetable Parcels
Puréed sweet vegetable soups are very relaxing and emotionally calming. They help to make you feel more satisfied and crave
fewer sweets.

Ingredients:
-

1 large red pepper, deseeded and finely diced
2 sticks celery, thickly sliced
2 Zucchinis cut into rubans
2 strips of celery
6 spring onions, thickly sliced
1 garlic clove, finely chopped
1tsp chopped fresh rosemary or thyme leaves
Sea salt pepper
8 small sheets Filo Pastry
1 medium egg white, lightly beaten
1tbsp sesame seeds
Fresh coriander

Preparation:

Preheat the oven to 200°C, (gas mark 6) and lightly oil a baking
sheet.
Sauté the vegetables until lightly coloured and they just begin to

Alternative

Jean Torné’s week long Seasonal Kitchen programme, just completed at Concord Institute, appeared to constitute a series of
cooking sessions, where students learned to create some delicious, nourishing meals. But as ever, Jean started out on Sunday
morning by putting something else on the table. He set a context
for the week, for an exploration in our relationship with food. His
question was ‘what is the food of Human Beings in the 21st century?’

Make very thin pancakes or tortillas with spelt, Kamut flour
We used 2 varieties of beets: ordinary red beets and a bicoloured
variety: Chiogga. Beets come into red, white, yellow (golden),
stripped varieties.

Everyone taking part had the opportunity to actively engage in
this enquiry. Taking into account all we have learned, but somehow also leaving it behind. Holding no belief. Prepared to do what
it takes to acquire the art of cooking, and eating, with consciousness. And as an act of love....
Here we present the recipes from one of the evening sessions of
the programme.

The Food Pages
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Part Two: Beluga Lentils with seaweed

Part Three: Beetroot Carpaccio

Conference Pears & toasted Gingerbread

Ingredients:
- 300 gr. beluga lentils
- 1 tablespoon seaweed salad mix reconstituted
- 60 gr. fresh peas
- 100 gr. leek whites
- 1 large onion, cut into dice
- 1 large carrot cut into dice
- 2 garlic cloves
- Rind of one lemon
- 20 cl white wine
- 75 cl vegetable stock
- Olive oil
- Salt
- 1 twig of Thyme
- 1 Tablespoon of Soya sauce or tamari

Ingredients:
- Red beets or a combination of beets
- Lemon rind
- Orange rind
- 1 tablespoon Orange juice
- Salt
- Walnut oil
- Olive oil
- Pepper
- A very sharp knife
- 1 tablespoon Rice vinegar

Ingredients:
- 4 pears
- 75 cl red wine
- 1⁄2 cinnamon stick
- Nutmeg
- Allspice
- Red Pepper
- 3 cloves
- 1 vanilla pod
- 150 ml agave syrup
- 4 slices of ginger bread
- Butter

Preparation:
Melt the vegetables in olive oil and add the lentils; toss until
well coated with oil and juices before adding the wine; add
warm stock and cook until most liquid has been absorbed.
When almost ready add chopped fresh thyme, olive oil, and
soya sauce, salt and lemon rind.
And last the seaweeds.
The seaweeds we used were a mix called sea salad. Very
versatile these seaweeds need only to be soaked to be reconstituted. One teaspoon of dry seaweed makes an ample
serving.

Preparation:
Wash and peel the beetroots. (If the beetroots are too sturdy, precook 10 minutes before peeling or if you have time
bake them at low temperature).
Preferably, use the beetroots raw.
Prepare the citrus rind and infuse it in olive oil for about one
hour.
(Note to infuse some spices or other ingredients in oil, oil
must be lukewarm, about 40°C)
Dissolve the salt in orange juice and rice vinegar
Add the walnut oil (2 parts) and the olive oil (1 part) to the
oil and vinegar.
(Note: when preparing a vinaigrette always dissolve the salt
and pepper in vinegar or lemon juice before adding the oil)
Lay the beetroot slices on a plate or tray and brush generously with vinaigrette on both sides 2 or 3 times.
When done, arrange the beetroot on a serving plate and
drizzle remaining oil. Sprinkle with smoked salt or flake salt.

Preparation:
Reduce the wine with the spices and the syrup by about
30%.
Cook the pears in the marinade for half an hour, drain, and
place on a baking tray.
Drizzle with olive oil and add ground pepper.
Bake at low temperature for one hour more.
Cut the bread into cubes and toss in olive oil and butter to
roast evenly.
Reduce the marinade 20% more and add very cold butter to
it to form a smooth emulsion.
When all ready, place sauce on a plate, sprinkle with bread
cubes and arrange the baked pear on it.

To serve the meal:
Pour some lentils in the middle of the plate, partly on top of
the beetroot, and place the parcels on top.
Garnish with green onions strips.

Pickles
Ingredients:
Broccoli, carrots
Preparation:
Bring to a boil 1 part of water and 1 part of umesu, with
some peppercorn and bay leaves.
Pour over the vegetables to cover and let sit 2 hours or
more.

The Food Pages
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Nicholas Allan
interviewed by Sarah Williams
One day Gabriella and I met
up and she told me about this
“amazing” weekend she’d had
and how I “must do it!” I expressed a mild and reserved
interest and agreed to speak to
I moved to London at the age
this Scotsman, Gregor. We had
of 23 and worked as a commisseveral committed conversachef in Café Rouge in Hamptions where I oscillated between
stead, after which I did a mime
fear of the unknown and being
course for 3 months in Shepherd’s Bush, cycling there every drawn with my whole being to
this body of work. I remember
day from Palmer’s Green. Then
being particularly drawn to a
I worked in Cranks restaurant
quote Nelson Mandela had used
in Soho, where I moved from
in his inauguration speech about
counter service to the kitchen
and eventually to baking, which “our light” being our greatest
fear. It touched me somehow
was night work from 11pm to
and, with some sense of not
7am. At 25 I studied theatre
being sure what I was enterwith Philippe Gaulier, a French
theatre teacher whose approach ing, I signed up. That was in
was uncompromising in its spirit Spring 1997. Yet it was yesterday. And on the Sunday night of
of ruthless compassion.
the programme I signed up for
Parallel to this I worked in Cam- The Foundation Course and was
thrilled to be embarking on this
den, supporting adults with
special needs. I was full of gran- whole new adventure.
diose ideas of what marvelous
things I would achieve and ‘be’
You seem to have really
and all the time I remember
taken on wholefood cooking,
a sense of being somewhat
to the point where you run
lost and wondering what to do
a wholefood café in Stroud
with my life ‘when I grew up’.
and you regularly take on
In some sense that experience
the role of cook for Concord
hasn’t changed; I still wonder
what to do when I grow up, but events. What was it about
wholefood cooking that it
I’m most often too busy to figbecame a fundamental part
ure it out or even consider the
of your life?
question much.
Tell me about yourself and
your life before you were
introduced to Concord Institute.

What was your pathway into
the work at Concord?
I took part in the Being-inAction programme (now called
i Evolve) at Concord Institute
at the age of 27. I was friends
with a Brazilian girl called Gabriella who I was studying theatre
with. Philippe Gaulier and Gabriella had met actor Gregor Singleton, who was then the bodywork tutor at The Community
Health Foundation, now known
as Concord Institute.
Interview

My biggest wish is to delight.
Cooking is a marvellous opportunity to do this, with the
possibility of immediate creativity. It also was a thrill to cook
wholefoods; I have always been
delighted by the food I’ve eaten
at all the programmes I’ve attended and frequently went
home and was able to cook a
variation of the dish at work in
my café back in Stroud. This
was a constant source of inspiration. I studied theatre and
am drawn to the theatricality of
cooking. You prepare a menu,

which is like writing a script,
or score, which the cooks then
have to read and take in: this
is like the first read-through
by the actors. Then you have
to start preparing the vegetables, first washing, then cutting
them: the rehearsal process of
preparing all the elements of
the play. Following this we cook
the meal and serve it: the final
dress rehearsals: (tasting the
food and checking the seasoning). Meanwhile ‘front of house’
are busy preparing the dining
area and putting out the menus
(the programme for the show).
And finally there is the performance, full of passion, heat, attention to the finest details,
delight and a ‘coming together’
of the whole team in one huge
act of creativity: every element
must bring its all to create a
‘whole’ experience that nourishes both body and spirit. This
is what great theatre can be
and likewise great food. Bright
colours, rich flavours, variety,
surprise, playfulness, delicacy,
robust strength & depth and a
deeply-felt sharing of what it is
to be human. Now to maintain
this on a day-to-day basis is the
ultimate challenge: like doing a
run of a piece of theatre - each
night the show must be rediscovered. I have fallen far short
of this too many times, but it is
all there is to cook for.

Nicholas Allan has been a member of the Concord community
since 1997, participating in many programmes, taking on
production and teaching roles and recently becoming a
trustee. Sarah Williams asks him how he got involved and
what he has seen from his participation over the years.

What has been your experience of participating with
Concord institute? What
roles have you taken on
since you first arrived to
take part in Being-in-Action
(i Evolve)?
My participation with Concord
Institute has been like an ocean
tide, sometimes ‘in’ & sometimes ‘out’. Many times I’ve felt
grateful for my ongoing partici-

pation, whether in a production
role (the ‘Yeti’ of which must
surely be Production Manager
for i Evolve) or assisting on any
programme in the kitchen or in
the seminar room. What moves
me most and keeps me coming back are the people I meet
there; there is a listening that
is part of the organisation that
is such an enormous relief to
be in. It brings a simplicity and
stillness that is a treat to experience. I’ve not played any major roles over the years in the
organisation, but have, by hook
or by crook, had some sort of
contact. I have had the privilege
of being Production Manager for
Jumpstart and iEvolve a couple
of times: in fact the very first
time I recall, we began moving out of the original building
in Old Street during the event,
which provided the challenge of
moving whilst making sure the
programme was fully supported.
I remember once doing production for The Foundation Course
and having to find a venue for
the following weekend on the
Tuesday before.
What led you to take on
being a trustee?
I’m not sure, it was somehow
there for me to take on: I had
previously been invited, but had
not been ready. The next invitation showed up at the right
time and here we are. It is a
real privilege for the unique
opportunity it provides and
would not have happened without the listening of my fellow
trustees, Deborah Murphy and
Tim Crowther. I slip between
the feeling of wearing an overcoat that is way too big for me
and experiencing the honour of
holding this space: and that’s
the beauty of it!
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Living Kitchen - The Joy of Home Cooking
with Mutsuko Johnson
Life is messy. You react. You
stomp your feet. Things don’t go
your way. Reality doesn’t meet
your expectations. You get flustered, bothered, and uncomfortable. Someone says something
you don’t understand and it’s
personal. You show up late.
You drop the ball. It isn’t what
you thought it would be. He/
she leaves. You leave. Amongst
this muddled business of being human, grasping for ground
amongst it all, what do we have?
A cutting board, a knife, a pot
and a carrot. Cooking is life. It is
creation and an undulating mess
of beauty.
The Fall Seasonal Cooking Intensive Course for me was what it
suggests, a robust intense cooking experience with Mutsuko
Johnson for four evenings and
two full days. I’m not going to
say there wasn’t sweating, chaos, tired legs, distractions and
definitely deep seated envy at
the family’s (designated cooking
group) cooking station across
from your station, exclaiming,
“Why does theirs look waaaaay
better than ours?” Needless to
say, it was fitting that we started
each session with deep breathing exercises and Tensegrity. We
held hands in a circle and then
opened our mouths and let out
sounds of Aaaaaa’s, followed
by Ommm’s and then, the most
repeated during the week, the
Mmm’s. “Mmmmmm that was
good, mmmmm delicious.” The
low mmm tone reminded me of
my stomach and the lower part
of the body. I felt the sounds we
made and the Tensegrity passes
we did together as a team were
perfect to compliment the course
and to align us as a whole

Events Reviews

group, a whole body. I felt reassured from the ground up that I
was in the right place, the right
programme. All that had occurred up until this point through
Concord had prepared me so
that I could be available for
the absolute sweetness of this
course, of Mutsuko’s macrobiotic
posse enlisting my stomach and
heart.
The course reconnected me to
the kitchen in a way that I feel
the essential power of finding
my footing amongst whatever
life throws. I trust and know
now how to provide the space
for nourishment for myself and
for others with whole food; a
practice that I feel is as vital as
breathing. It is such a satisfying
primal expression to gather, play
with fire, and break bread with
those around you.
As Mutsuko stated regarding her
commitment for the course:
My commitment is that all of us
cook at home, to create a strong
foundation in our lives,
Create flow of energy each and
every day.
Live happy and well.
Life revolves around the kitchen.
Life revolves around our daily
activity.
Food and well-being is the foundation of our life.
Food and well-being allows
transformation to happen more
effectively.
I intentionally do not use the
word complete, because energy
is always flowing, never ‘complete.’ We keep completing one
moment, and creating the next.

reviewed by Lauren Darnell

Cooking is a great way to practice this.
Complete one dish, create other
one.
Complete one meal, clean up,
then the next day, create another meal.
Cooking is the most practical
way to practice meditation.
Cooking is meditation.
We separated into groups that
Mutsuko was insistent on naming our ‘family’, calling for us to
communicate with each other
through the week and beyond
the course to hold our brethren
accountable for their cooking.
We divvied tasks, encouraged,
trusted, joked and looked after
each other every night. We were
a family, a community, a gathering of tender flawed people
foraging for a deeper and more
connected experience to ourselves and with others. Every
session was a practice of our
meditation, a practice in grounding, in finding our feet amongst
the daikon radish, kobucha
squash, mochi rice cake, adzuki
beans, hijiki seaweed, udon noodles, lotus root and brown rice.
All week I was locating my legs
in life, when the unfathomable
occurred on the Monday of the
programme, as a friend tragically died. I was planning my
move back to New Orleans and
received a book called ‘The Journey Home’, a memoir about an
American Yogi living abroad and
his search for his soul home.
Considering the devastating loss
of my friend, I felt open right
in the center of my chest, the
fragility of life seemed to in-

crease in volume calling to attention that we all must take
on ourselves and share with
others. Every evening session,
I felt received, welcomed into
the hearth. On the two full session days, I woke eager and out
of bed to head on the tube and
get to Mutsuko and Kevin Helas
and all the other participants
who were teaching me how to
care for my life and save others,
one meal at a time. I felt good,
supported and I felt a feeling
of being vulnerable and strong.
Well fed and calm, I was learning the deeply satisfying feeling
of sharing of myself with others
through the very simple activity
of gathering sustenance to nourish myself and others; to further
life. For me, the simplest creation of our own udon noodles
was heart awakening. The simple joy of creating udon noodles
or rolling soba noodle sushi (and
it actually appearing as what
you would identify as sushi) was
incredible. I had created something that wasn’t there before
and I was changed. This feeling of ‘bringing into existence’
from my hands was exhilarating.
It couldn’t take away or allow
things that had happened in my
week to unhappen but it gave
me solace.
The preparation, production, execution, consumption, cleaning
and farewell each session was an
expression of love. As we ate our
freshly prepared meal, we were
quizzed and asked to restate
in detail how we had arrived to
where we were, ingredient by
ingredient and action by action.
We were reminded, challenged
and pushed to remember, as
this reinforced an acknowledge-
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(Living Kitchen review continued)

ment of what we had achieved
and also brought us on the same
page. In one session, Mutsuko
managed to reach in and hook
my attention. She stood right
before me, looking directly into
me and said, ‘Are you present?’
Recognizing as soon as you answer ‘Yes’, you land into the moment, as you have to be in the
now to answer, ‘Yes’ or ‘Hai’. I
said ‘Hai’, smiled and we moved
on. As Greg Johnson articulated
when I participated in the Heartspace programme (and I am
paraphrasing here), it is impossible to separate being or being
in the moment from love. ‘When
we are in being, we are in love.’
I felt this deeply throughout the
course.
Mutsuko Johnson is a luminary.
She is the warmest soul and as
the earth supports below her,
her enthusiasm and energy is
unmatched as she gives from
her gut/deep within, a passion to
nourish others that comes as organic as the spiraling daikon that
she is cooking with. I felt her
openness, firmness and felt what
a gift to be in her heart-space,
however brief. I am inspired and
continue to be.
Kevin Helas who headed and
supervised the production of
the course is extraordinary himself. He was a pillar for the programme and I thank him for his
due diligence and light throughout the course.
The course has set me on a new
path of cooking and an intention for my life. It gave me the
confidence to create. Wholefood
cooking provides me the ability

Events Reviews

to take authorship of my life to
nourish, cultivate, support, encourage, an openness and a connectedness to myself, to those
around me and to experience life
moment by moment as it courses through us.
I am now back in New Orleans,
having returned home in November after almost 10 years of
living away from home and my
frozen-food-eating, high fructose corn syrup snack-a-holic,
everyone-eats-on-their-own
parents. But since I returned,
something has shifted in them.
I can say with exaltations of joy
that I came home after a long
day of teaching two days ago to
find ready for me a white bean
and kale potage, freshly boiled
beetroot, grilled fish, yams with
cinnamon, and the beans I had
been soaking from the morning had been put in the slow
cooker with salt for me for the
next day. My incredible mother,
a Gumbo Creole cooking wonder,
who has stated many times she
is a retired cook and has limited her cooking to reheating,
blew me away. I yelled to her,
“Uh oh, Mom, this is delicious,
let’s have a cook off!” My daily
cooking meditation, I think, has
somehow rubbed off and in two
weeks, I hold my first cooking
class with a friend who wants
to convert her whole family into
eating a more healthy diet.
I got full on love in the course
in many ways and I am not the
same as I was before the course.
Thank God, cuz’ you should see
my matchstick carrots! Ha!
Rather, you should see my heart.
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As soon as I saw the advertisment for the new Meaning of
Money Course, I knew it was
essential that I sign up. Money
had become a huge area of
stress for me that was affecting
not just my business but also
my personal life. I was still feeling the effects of a very challenging financial patch over the
summer that was the culmination of a lifetime of negative
patterns and behaviours around
money. Despite my obvious
need for change, I was strangely nervous about this course,
it really felt as if I was about
to start a journey into serious
‘taboo’ land, into one of the
deepest, darkest places where
all my perceptions about being
valued, believing in myself and
having confidence to survive
in the world resided. How easy
would I find it to talk openly and
in great detail about my debts,
overdrafts, income and expenditure? How difficult would it be
to really face the truths staring
back at me from on the receipts
and the bank and credit card
statements? How quickly would
I be facing the fact that I was
not a viable, going concern?
And with Christmas looming just
after the close of the course and
three demanding children with
high expectations, how could I
possibly live up to any good intentions that might be set during the course around expenditure?
Money was not really an object of discussion in my family,
it was just something that was
there to be used when necessary, it flowed with relative
ease, never a shortage, never
an excess. I remember asking my father as a young child
what he earned and how much
money he had and he went very
Events Reviews

quiet and said ‘It’s not right to
talk about money, it’s a private
matter’. So I never asked him
again. Money has never been a
great motivator for me in relation to work and development in
life, if anything I realise I have
some deep rooted negative associations with money that date
from my childhood – its link
with appearances, social status,
and power and its potential to
undermine authentic relationships with family and friends.
I regret that my father never
passed down to me his wisdom
and knowledge about money. As
a successful self-made business
man he must have had a tip
or two about budgets he could
have shared? But there was
much about his routined, focused and structured behaviours
that I never connected with and
I sensed that this course would
be the conversation with my father that I had never had when
he was alive.
From the outset Greg Johnson,
who devised and led The Meaning of Money, made it clear that
this was not a course about
fixing our money problems or
finding tips on how to get rich
quick or even ‘tinkering’ with
our individual ‘money stories’
but rather its intention was ‘to
reveal the investment we have
made in maintaining a certain
pattern or groove regarding
money so we are free to declare
the possibility we are, supported
by a clear vision and concrete
plan of fulfillment’. I was immediately more motivated to face
my financial truths when I realised this course was as much
about the word ‘Meaning’ as it
was about ‘Money’ and that we
were going to be encouraged to
express our inner visions. What
did money signify for me? What

The Meaning
of

Money
reviewed by Liz Moolan-Feroze

was the meaning in my life, the
possibility that I am? How could
I shift my perception from money as a vehicle for survival, to
being part of the expression of
who I am, a vehicle to help me
bring something new into the
world, something bigger than I
knew myself to be?
The essence of this course was
the shift to a more holistic view
of money and of ourselves as
humans. We looked at the ancient greek word for money,
Nomisma, which comes from a
blend of two contradictory concepts: Nomos, the spirit of order, rationalism, nonphysical, mental energy, and
Physis,the spirit of nature,
chaos, the physical and material energy. Money is thus seen
as dual-natured and reflective
of the essential contradictions
at the heart of humans. One
aspect of us is about bringing things into existence, giving birth to matter, associated
with the lower energy centres
of the body, another is about
making sense of our lives and
the world through the mind and
the spirit associated with the
upper energy centres. There is
a thus an inherent human tendency to ‘either/or thinking’ but
the challenge is how to be true
to both sides of ourselves, to
find meaning in becoming more
whole and bring together dream
and reality.
Taking these theories into practice and in relation to money,
we had two main areas to work
on. On the one hand we were
invited to share a possibility we
were willing to stand for, a large
vision for ourselves, the project
of a lifetime about who we really are. On the other hand we
were asked to bring clarity and

greater consciousness to our
daily management of money
and budgets and to learn how
to grow money for the concrete
fulfillment of our dream or possibility. Many of us admitted to
a general fuzziness in the area
of accounting so having this
supportive structure and set of
tasks to lean on was invaluable.
During the first weekend I experienced a groundswell of emotions and thinking as both my
‘possibility’ and its link to financial realities began to surface.
My vision to create some kind of
centre for being and creativity
linked to ‘gite’ (rural vacation)
accommodation at my home in
northern France had me searching for a quote by Henri Matisse
about the role of art in creating an environment of serenity. Instead I found a passage
from his writings that to me
seemed very pertinent to the
ideas about duality we had been
exploring in the programme. I
suddenly saw how in my life I
had given too much time and
energy to ‘getting the colours
right’, and neglecting the foundation discipline of drawing.
I also saw how the deepest
meaning that had always attracted me to Matisse’s paintings lay in the perfect synthesis
and balance he managed to
strike between drawing and colour, spirit and sense. I now understood that greater discipline
and structure around money
were what I needed in my life to
create more wholeness and to
see more of my creative ideas
through to concrete fruition.
There was rich variety of ‘showings up’ from the group as the
course emerged. Apart from my
‘Matisse experience’ I received a
surprise invitation to to discuss
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Winter Bodywork Intensive
reviewed by Dan Sherlock
(The Meaning of Money review continued)

budgets with our main client at
least two months earlier than
normal, making me feel that
our finances were gradually being pulled more into line and a
series of money ‘gifts’ including a moving moment when a
complete stranger gave me 20
pence in a car park unsolicited
because I was short of change
for the ticket machine - I felt as
if I had been given 20 thousand
pounds. Even more moving still
was a dream I had towards the
end of the programme in which
I was on a cruise ship on a
rough sea, seasick, exhausted
and battleweary. Suddenly I
sensed the presence of my elderly father reaching out try and
help me achieve greater financial steadiness and security and
I felt as if some important energy blockage had been released.

I believe study by means of drawing to be essential. If drawing belongs to the realm of Spirit and colour to that of the Senses, you must
draw first to cultivate the Spirit and to be able to lead colour through
the paths of the Spirit…. It is only after years of preparation that the
young artist should touch colour - not colour as description that is but
as a means of personal expression. Then he can hope that all the images, even the very symbols which he uses, will be the reflection of
his love for things, a reflection in which he may have confidence if he
has been able to carry out his education with purity, and without lying
to himself. Then he will employ colour with discernment. He will place
it in accordance with a natural, unformulated and completely concealed design that will spring directly from his feelings.... The painter
who is just beginning thinks that he is painting from the heart. The
artist who has completed his development also thinks that he is painting from the heart. Only the latter is right, because his training and
his discipline allow him to accept impulses from within, which he can
in part control.
Henri Matisse

Events Reviews

The course concluded on a note
of urgency when we were asked
to consider what happens to
our lives and finances when
we are accountable to our own
death. I was left with some big
issues to still to consider but
also some key tools and perceptions about money that I wish
I had accessed 30 years ago.
Restoring health and wholeness
to my finances was more enjoyable and less intimidating than I
thought it was going to be, but
more profound and relevant to
my personal growth than I could
have ever imagined.

I can’t quite recall the thought
process behind my decision to
do the recent Winter Bodywork
Intensive - I think Sheila had
mentioned that Tai Chi would be
included and that was enough
for me to decide it was a good
idea. I was certainly grateful to
have something to look forward
at the start of the New Year.
Having survived another family Xmas, and stumbled through
the alcoholic haze of a British
New Year’s Eve I found myself
staring into a deep dark rather
chilly January.
Amanda James and Sodge Adams facilitated the programme,
complementing each other
beautifully to provide a mixture
of gentle nurturing bodywork
and a visceral and energising
practice.
It began on a Friday evening
and I found myself once more
quick-marching down Seven
Sisters Road. I arrived late, hot
and a little sweaty. Despite myself I soon settled very comfortably into the warm embrace of
Amanda’s introductory session.
I left a few hours later feeling
as though my whole body had
been gently massaged back to
life. It was a really grounding

start to the weekend and helped
frame what we would be doing
over the weekend
I wish I could write here that
I slept like a baby when I got
home that night; I didn’t. My
friend Haiko, who had very
kindly put me up, snored like a
chainsaw into the small hours
so I tossed, turned, cursed and
briefly contemplated murder
instead.
Saturday began with a fresh
intent; more intensive Hatha
Yoga with Amanda got the blood
thumping and the muscles slowly became aware that more was
being asked of them now. After
lunch Sodge Adams led the first
Tai Chi session; this was my first
encounter with Sodge’s practice and it was refreshing to be
exposed to a different form of
Tai Chi to the Chen form which
I have recently begun learning.
My body struggled to learn the
new form; monkeys learn this
sort of thing quicker than I do, a
trait which I can thank my Mum
for. As a result, and also down
to the generally increased intensity of the day, I headed home
feeling as if I had done a solid
day’s work. On the way back I
had the presence of mind to pop

into the chemist’s and purchase
some ear-plugs.
Well rested I returned for the
final day and to a different quality of energy. Here was sense
of purpose and of letting go. I
started to become aware of the
group of people around me in a
much more fundamental way;
we twisted, contracted reached
and stood in unison as the golden early morning light bathed
us. The movements I had been
struggling to learn before now
emerged with effortless force. I
was developing a sense of that
place between pushing and pulling, giving and taking, conceding and fighting, where nothing
and everything crystallizes.
I ended the weekend feeling
thoroughly rejuvenated and with
a serious commitment within
me to make space for developing Tai Chi.
One final point as I write this.
I must take stock of how far I
have pushed body in the past
few weeks and how little care I
have taken of it. It is sobering
to refer to that part of me which
is able to rejoice in the simple
pleasure of moving one’s body.
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On Being the Editor
by Sarah Williams

When I first received a call from
Naomi Ricketts, where she
basically left a message without
saying what it was about, I was
both intrigued and a bit terrified
as I had a feeling it would be
about the newsletter. I avoided
getting back to her for a couple
of days - I’ve taken on a few
things at Concord and sometimes it’s tempting for me to
stay in a space of “no responsibility” as long as I possibly can!
We spoke and I heard a real
opportunity for me to create
something. I’ve never seen
myself as creative in any capacity, another reason I’ve not
written for the newsletter till
now. I thought it would be wonderful to create and also that
I would have an opportunity
to get over my phone phobia, which I’ve always had and
something I battle with all the
time.
Once I had agreed to take on
the role, I met with Sheila Parmar and we spoke about the
sort of articles we could invite
members of the Concord
community to contribute that
might suit the next issue - reviews of recent programmes
and production roles, wholefood
cooking recipes, interviews with
Concord facilitators, poetry and I also had a list of artists
and photographers from Naomi
and Tim Crowther, and this gave
me a good place to start.

Article

It took me a week or so to get
round to phoning everyone I
wanted to speak to about contributing something - basically
about 6 people!! Phone phobia
still alive and well, then!
I had no real idea what the
newsletter was going to look
like with me as editor. I’m a bit
on the generative side, so I had
this idea that I’ve got to keep
going with ideas and emails as
I’m never going to have enough
articles, artwork, poetry etc. I
also thought it’s like I’m a clearing for the newsletter and that I
should have no ideas of how it’s
going to look and just wait to
see what shows up.
During my first time as editor
I lived in this constant state of
mild anxiety that none of the
articles that I was expecting
was actually going to show up!
As some of the images began
to arrive something started to
form, as I had a very good idea
of which images I wanted to
choose. Then the articles began
to appear too. I was fraught
with wonder at some of the

amazing things people had written, but there was also a realisation that some of things I’d
asked people to write about just
weren’t suitable as they weren’t
in the spirit of the transformational work of Concord Institute.
It’s quite difficult to reject a
piece when you know someone
has put time aside to create it,
even though it really doesn’t
work. This also brought up the
lack of trust I have in myself;
I end up having a small conversation with myself, trying
to work out if I’m right and the
piece really isn’t appropriate for
the newsletter. I normally assume everyone else is right and
I don’t have a clue what I’m
doing most of the time! In the
end there’s not much thinking
behind what I choose for the
newsletter; if it feels right then I
go with it.
Once everything has arrived
I then email it over to Tim
Crowther who does the layout.
I must apologise to Tim here
as I do tend to just throw everything at him without giving
much guidance in how I’d like
it to be set out, apart from the
front page image which I select.
I like the suspense of not knowing how it will turn out, so when
Tim has put it together he sends
me a draft and I get to see it for
the first time. It’s actually quite
exciting to see what he’s done
with everything, but I do have
the final say if I’d like him to
change anything.
Maman by Blandine Bardeau

I’m not a confident writer and
have resisted writing anything
for the newsletter for some
time! But as this is my last
newsletter I thought I’d get
myself out of the way and give
some insight into the role of
newsletter editor.

I’ve approached all the newsletters I’ve edited like this as I
find this works for me to keep it
fresh. It’s been a valuable experience editing the newsletter,
and it’s brought up a lot more
for me than I was expecting.
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A Short, Preliminary Reflection
on Macrocosmic Transformation
by Troy Vine
I was sitting in a garden last
autumn in Belgium enjoying a
warm Indian summer evening
when it struck me that the apple tree was in bloom. This was
the time of year when it would
normally be laden with fruit. Not
occasioned by the fall of an apple, I began to contemplate this
observation, which has subsequently led to the following reflections. They are still no more
than an initial loose association
of ideas, and although I am far
from dignifying them with any
claim to truth or rigor, I think
they might none-the-less be
worth entertaining.

Frozen Crops ©2012 Stephen Hopper

It probably has not escaped
anyone’s attention that in the
social sphere and especially the
economic sphere the normal
patterns and norms appear no
longer to be functioning or to
hold. Recently, an economic historian mentioned to me during
a break at a conference that, in
private, most economics professors admit that what they teach
is no longer relevant because
the models and theories that
until now had empirical validity
no longer describe the data. Applying this idea to my autumnal
observation, it seemed that here
it could also be the case, as outlandish as it sounds, that nature
too might no longer be working
to the normal rhythms and patterns. As it started to thunder as
I was watching the snow falling
in south Germany this January
I began to think further on this
topic.
Aided by such thinkers as Descartes, we have come to view
nature as a mechanism that
follows certain physical laws.
According to him, of the natural
world, only humans have consciousness. Nature and even the

Article

animals therein were soulless
automata following the iron law
of causal necessity devoid of any
form of consciousness. When animals appear to feel pain or hunger, it is only the projection of
our own feelings of pain or hunger onto machines. But this way
of thinking is only a few centuries old. Prior cultures could
not help but regard nature as
an ensouled living being. Greek
literature displays this tendency
particularly clearly: “What are
humans?” they asked, “mortal
Gods, and what then are Gods?
Immortal humans”. In Aristotle’s
book ‘Peri Psyches’, which translates to ‘On the Soul’, he postulates that the human being has a
vegetative soul, in common with
all living beings, an animal soul,
in common with animals, and
exclusive possession of a rational soul. This was the standard
doctrine for two thousand years.
The meaning of the term psyche
has since become narrower and
narrower as over the last few
hundred years we have found it
increasingly hard to experience
nature as having a form of consciousness too. In addition to
this, the form of natural science
we have developed is based less
on observing nature on her own
terms, so to speak, and more on
how she reacts under manipulation: “…the nature of things
betrays itself more readily under
the vexations of art than in its
natural freedom” declared Francis Bacon, who’s motto has been
more or less a guiding beacon
for scientific investigation.

and nature spirits. Whether the
whole thing is the product of an
overactive imagination or the
record of a genuine dialogue
between humans and nature
was, for me, unimportant. What
struck me was the perspective it
offered of human beings. If nature were conscious, how would
she describe us? And what would
she ask of us? This question
fascinated me. What the book
describes is that nature is going
through a process of transformation, an awakening into a new
state of consciousness.

When we begin to do transformation work we begin to become aware of a whole set of
patterns that have been carrying us forward into the future,
but there comes a time when
what was once beneficial begins
to hold us back. The patterns
no longer serve us in the same
way as we become conscious of
them, and as they begin to loose
their grip, we are faced with the
unknown. The way forward is no
longer fixed to a certain path,
or bounded by specific patterns
or rules. We begin groping our
way forward through dialogue,
through trying new approaches
as a part of a larger whole. If
nature were also going through
such a transformational process,
then the same could be happening with her too. The patterns and rhythms that have
been reigning for so long could
be loosing their iron validity.
Maybe she too wants to come
into dialogue with human beings
so that together, in consciousBut what if it were indeed the
ness and in dialogue as between
case that nature was a conscious two equals, and not under the
being? In the book ‘Nature Spir- shackles of manipulation and
its and What they Say’, Wolfgang vexation, we begin to form our
Weirauch records the strangest
common future and thread the
of interviews; a discussion bepath of transformation as travel
tween Verene Stael von Holstein companions.
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Karakia (blessing)
‘Nau mai e nga hua e hora nei
I haere mai na koe
I whakatipu a Nuku
I whakatipu a Rangi
Tawhia ki a Rehua
Ki a tama I te ao marama
E rongo whakairia ake ki
runga kia tina
Tiina!
Hui e!
Taiki e!’
‘Welcome, acknowledging
the food, produce here laid
out before us today, given
to us by you, sustained and
nurtured by the earth, by the
heavens,

en my knowledge of Te Reo
(language) and Tikanga (customs) which has given me a
richer understanding of the
culture of my homeland. In
the Maori worldview, all things
are related. There is an interconnectedness between people, the natural environment,
and inanimate objects which is
referred to as Whakapapa. It’s
a view that resonates with me.
Maori culture has a strong oratory tradition, and acknowledges the power of words and
language. This is expressed
beautifully in the saying: ‘Ko
te korero te kai a te rangatira.’
(Words are the food of chiefs)

Being and Light).
‘Tihei Mauri Ora’ (We are
Alive) comes from the legend of Hineahuone (the Maori
‘Eve’) and the words she uttered when life was breathed
into her. ‘Tihei’ is the ‘sneeze
of life:’ the one a newborn
child makes when taking its
first breath. ‘Mauri’ translates
as spirit, the energy that runs
through us all. ‘Ora’ is life.

Kotahitanga (Harmony)

‘Ko Ahau’ (I am) features carving motifs which represent the
spiral of life. The Niho Taniwha
(serpent tooth) patterns can
be read as people journeyAcknowledging Rehua (the
ing along a life path. We see
star that guides us in harvest
Collecting Whakatauki (Maori a connection with our Tupuna
seasons), to humanity in the
proverbs) has coincided with
(ancestors) who came before
present time (Te ao Marama,
an awakening of my own
us, and the Tamariki (chilthe world of light).
artistic expression, and a dedren) who will follow. We are
Tihei Mauri Ora (We Are Alive)
sire to create a series of typo- encouraged to draw strength
Peace, let us suspend these
graphic prints which feature
and humility from this acideas above us, so that we can ancient Maori text and English knowlegement of where we
all embrace them, together it
language translations. The
stand in the greater scheme
is firm.’
works will showcase the beau- of things. ‘Ko Ahau’ is also
ty and resonance of the Maori inspired by the work of reThis is the Karakia (blessing)
language, and the wisdom of
nowned NZ artist Colin McCaI gave at this year’s Concord
these ancient sayings. Pichon, who developed a series
Christmas Party, traditionally
tured here are sketches of this of works combining biblical
used by Maori before a meal,
series, together with other art- texts with depictions of New
to acknowledge the sharing
works inspired by my exploZealand landscape, including
of food together. In my time
ration of Maoritanga (things
his signature work ‘I am.’
spent in the UK, I’ve had the
Maori).
opportunity to connect with
My intention is to develop the
my New Zealand roots in a
‘Kotahitanga’ (Harmony)
Whakatauki series further,
powerful way, through contact was produced in 2011. It is
both independently and in colwith Ngati Ranana (Tribe of
a representation of the leglaboration with other artists,
London) a Maori Community
end of Father Sky (Ranginui
which can be exhibited as a
group which provides a home or ‘Rangi’) and Mother Earth
collective body of work.
away from home for expat
(Papatuanuku or ‘Papa.’) In the
Maori and New Zealanders
legend, Rangi and Papa were
Kevin Helas
living in London.
forced apart by their children
to provide space for mankind
Through this connection, I’ve
to thrive in the space between:
Ko Ahau (I Am)
had the opportunity to deep‘Te Ao Marama’ (the realm of
Article

Whakairo Rakau (Maori carving)

Niho Taniwha (Serpent Tooth)

Whakatauki sketches

I Am (Colin McCahon)
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In and Out
by Paul Byers

Starting from this path at the speed of sound
to see the shadow in part, in its dark vanity
the stage is set the challenge known
and Riding, now on a wave
the search for oneness surges forth within me
Directionless, hungry, blind
like enamoured spirit entwined teens
yearning for eternity.
A great battle wages within my breast
all taught, breathless, limp and loving
with sheathed barbs
no damage can be done, just confusion.
Tie the threads! The great quest.
Will there ever be a phrase that says it all?
Language loses yet it sets us free.
My contained heart leaks beyond its form?
Joy flows. I seek divinity. I feel it everywhere,
I see it not.
And every step, new challenges
as I skip between the folds of consciousness,
body bold, mind alive and spirit awoken.

The Arts Pages

Calmness becalmed amid a sea so bright,
of joy bereft of nothingness
what jolly be of we and I not he
but here with movement of time and love
Oh Love, that thing divine. Words cannot express.
Its explosive veil shapes the pain of a thousand mournful souls
yet Spirit strikes the blow for all
with tender arms, its gentle flows and warming breast
Beats forth volcanic love.
We the unbelievers will be strong, and fail
and fall again for in us all is one and all and none.
Yet Joy! For here again
Oriental strings pluck gently at my heart
a ray of light from nowhere
speaks bubbling to my tears
a crumbling, fraying, bleeding core
is warming in my breast.
I feel the infinite joy of love,
Bring a smile to my face
a shiver down my spine.
The drudgery of a day, the thousand tasks to be fulfilled,
expectation, duty, the 100 turns to make before the day is out
are nothing, to an eternal joy.
Tears will come, take me up
within joy’s warm embrace
to the infinite delights of humanity?
Such potential. Such peace. So simple
so rare, love is spirit is love.

Barnes Sky by Ross Pont

My It reaches a point, this thing called life
with tales of being and riddles of I
where the winding road runs dry.
All beraft with gridge and ballyrigg
spew forth this hazy maze of mine.
Tis brillig and the slythy toathe
all guile and gimble on the road
Beware the Jabberwock, he walks,
and talks, and leads the way.
He casts a greying spell,
a dulling cloak about my heart
safe, oh very safe but cold and all alone
and striding ever far from home.
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The Silence in Me
by Dan Sherlock

Beyond the self-loathing,
Underneath the salt and flesh,
Within the flickering tendrils of spirit
There is a space.
My silence lies here
I search for it, but it is never found
I listen for it, but it is never heard
It whispers to me.
Like the Splash of the raindrop in a storm
Or the rustle of the leaf in a forest.
It is more ancient than the bones beneath my skin

Stepping Stones by Timothy Kraemer

And It shall be when they are dust.
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Philippe by Blandine Bardeau

The Moon Asked the Crow by Blandine Bardeau
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